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The Ultimate Entertainment System

Basement Installation- Golf Simulator

Golf Academy of America

Transform any room in your house into the Ultimate Entertainment 
System for all the family to share and enjoy. 

With various Golf models available for parents to hone their game, 
Multi Sports with 14 Sports available to keep the kids entertained 
and the option to include the impressive HD Racing and Shooting 
Simulators to the overall package Sports Coach Simulator Ltd. 
can help make this all a reality. 

The Ultimate Entertainment System that gets the whole family off 
the couch and actively involved in Sports.

A truly spectacular basement project with a Ten Pin Bowling Alley, 
2 Racing Simulators, a Cinema and one of our HD Golf Simulators. 

The HD Golf Simulator blends magnificently into this wonderful 
room, where the lucky owner can entertain both family and friends 
in one of the most impressive home installations we have ever been 
associated with. 

The owner is now considering installing a second Simulator 
featuring out HD Multi Sports package for his children.

Our HD Golf Simulators have been used at Golf Academy of
America in order to allow students to practice indoors when it 
is quite simply too warm to practice outdoors.

With very little physical strain, students can focus on improving
their game by hitting golf balls on our virtual driving range,
virtual chip & virtual putt as well as playing a full or part of a
round of golf on any of our top simulated courses.

The Simulator also provides important feedback to help improve
all aspects of the students games.
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Indoor Golf Centre introduces Multi Sports

Keeping Children Involved in Golf

Introducing Sports to Golf Centres

A very successful Indoor Golf Centre which has our Golf Simulators 
installed has now updated their systems to include our HD Multi 
Sports package. 

The main reasons for doing so are to maximise revenues all year 
round through the 14 Sports available. 

It also means that parents can play a round of Golf on one Simulator 
while their kids can play any other sport on another Simulator. 

A win win situation for all involved.

One of the largest Indoor Golf Centres in Finland has realised the 
importance of youth and attracting them to take up Golf, 
keeping the game in a positive place long term. 

In addition to offering Golf Simulators at their centre, 
they have now added Multi Sports to their systems. 

FootGolf competitions are held at weekends for kids of all ages, 
which is hugely important when it comes to trying to introduce 
Golf to the next generation.

A simple but effective commercial set up strategically located on 
the outskirts of a busy Italian town, which has two of our HD Golf 
Simulators installed.

Ideal to escape the hustle and bustle of everyday life and play a 
round of Golf with friends on one of our 200 HD Virtual courses 
at any time day or night. 

The centre is planning on installing our HD Multi Sports software 
so that parents can play Golf on one Simulator whilst their children 
can try out any of the 14 Sports available on the other Simulator.
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